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Additions.moss signage
NATUREMOSS

We can use Naturemoss to make your logo or your 
slogans. Different techniques give highly impactful 
choices and there are a wide range of options.



4.Additions.moss signage

Step 1. create

Moss signage. guide

choose your signage choose your edging choose your moss

create your own text/logo/shape
OR 

send us a file with your artwork

.EPS .SVG .AI

painted edge

sunken metal

moss wrapped

OR 

50 

100 

Step 2. edging Step 3. moss

rainforest.only

forestfloor lowland rainforest

green

white



5.
moss wrapped.
rainforest mid Additions.moss signage
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sunken metal.
rainforest

sunken metal.
rainforest

Additions.moss signage



Additions.signage
NATUREMOSS

Signage can be incorporated onto any of our Naturemoss 
products. Whether acrylic, timber or metal, illuminated 
or not, Naturemoss panels offer a unique background to 
signage that really makes it stand out.



8.Additions.signage

Step 1. create

Signage. guide

choose your signage choose your material

create your own text/logo/shape
OR 

send us a file with your artwork

.EPS .SVG .AI

Step 2. finish

OR 

OR 

OR 

timber acrylic metal

faux neon LED back lit LED box tray

OR 



9.

Signage. specification

Signage. stand Off Signage. illuminated

Additions.signage

standard

standardstandard

standard

custom available in

available in

customcustom

custom

white

blacksteel

oak

painted

painted

vinyl

RAL

stain laminate

Acrylic LED back lit

LED box tray 

Faux neon

Metal

Timber

acrylicmetal

white lightRGB selector



10.Additions.signage

neon.
light light



11.Additions.signage

rainforest.
sunken metal

wooden..
black stain

acrylic.
white



Additions.framing
NATUREMOSS

Where the edges of the Naturemoss panels are 
visible or to create an art feature we can provide a 
selection of framing options.

For some types the moss can be wrapped over the 
edge of the board, but all types can be supplied 
with a variety of stylish, simple frame options.



13.

Step 1. picture Step 2. profile Step 3. moss

choose your size choose your edging choose your moss

Framing. guide

standard custom

slimline metal

MDF

MDF+LED

1200*1200 770*770 550*550 550*1200

OR 

OR 

OR 

...

Additions.framing
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Framing. specification

Framing. slimline metal Framing. MDF

50 

24

50 

50

85 

50

standardstandard

oak RAL laminate stain

customcustom

blackblack whiteRAL

100 

50

50 

3

Additions.framing



15.Additions.framing
rainforest.
MDF.white  



16.Additions.framing

rainforest.
MDF+LED



Additions.samples
NATUREMOSS

Naturemoss samples are available to help you make 
your choices and to show your project team.

Get in touch to order yours!



Sample. selection

forestfloor

rainforest mid-green rainforest dark-green landscape landscape + jungle landscape + rainforest woods

lowland meadow foothills light-green foothills mid-green foothills dark-green foothills mixed

Additions.samples 18.



We'd love to hear from you.
01270 625043
office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk
www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk


